Weakly and strongly consistent nonparametric estimates, along with rates of convergence. are established for the spectral density of certain stationary stable processes. This spectral density plays a role, in linear inference problems, analogous to that played by the usual power spectral density of second order stationary processes.
Entrodaction and summary
Consistent estimates of the spectral density function d(A) of fourth order, zero mean, mean square continuous, stationary processes X(t), --c~i< f <xl, have been studied extensively in the literature [2, 11, 16, 171 In this paper we consider an important class of stationary processes which have the spectral representation (I .l), but whose second moments are infinite. Namely we consider strictly stationary complex symmetric a-stable (SaS) processes X, 0 < LT c* 2, having the spectral representation (. ( 1.4)
whcrc the constant depends only on p and cy (and not on 5) and #(A) is a nonnegative integrable function called the spectral density of .Y (Some properties of 5 are collected in Section 7B.) The integral in ( 1.1) is defined by means of convergence in probability or (cquivalentiy) in pth mean, 0 <PC.. LY, and the finite dimensional characteristic functions of X are given by \vhcrc ;,, -= r,, t is,,. c, = (~71) ' j(y Ices 01" 410, C-7 =1 $3, 101, so that the spectral density (11 dcsr=ribc:; fully the distribution of the process X. When the index cy = 2, the prt,cc\s A' is Gaussian, the function (I, appearing in ( 1.4) and ( 1.5) is the usual ptr\~~r \pcctral density, and the 5tandard spectral analysis of fourth-order processes dc+crihcd carlier is then applicable. When 0 < CY < 2, as we assume henceforth. the process X has finite moments of order only less than N. so that X is not even of second order. Its spectral density cf, does not represent a poiver spectral density in the usual sense. but it has been shown in [S] and [h] that in problems of linear prediction and filtering, it plays a role analogous to that played by the pou'cr spectral clensitv function of a second order proc':\s. Rlorcover, when I c: CY c: 2, the co\rari-:riion of .Y( t) \vith XC .Y). introduced in [I+. Our goal is to establish rzonpurumetric estimates for the spectral density 4(~) of the stationary stable process X and study their asymptotic statistical properties. Given an observation of X over the finite interval [-T, T], we form in Section 2 the (real part of the) finite tapered Fourier transform
This is an SaS process and asymptotically, as T -+ cc, it has independent values at distinct frequencies (Theorem 2.2) and characteristic function exd-c,lr)"&(A)}. This generalizes a result of Hosoya (Theorem 4.3 in [9] and Theorem 2.3 in [ 101)
where the discrete-time case with no tapering is considered.
Next it is natural to consider the periodogram j7-(A) = Constl&(A )/" (1.X) which unlortunately has infinite mean and whose smoothed version by means of a spectral window seems difficult to study. To circumvent these difficulties we introduce with 0 -=c p < a/2. This is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of {&(A)}"'" (Theorem 3.1) and its asymptotic variance is obtained (Theorem 3.2). The modified periodogram is not a consistent estimate of {d(A)}"'". However by smoothing it via a spectral window we obtain in Section 4 expressions for the mean (Theorem 4.1) and variance (Theorem 4.2) of the smoothed estimate from which follow its mean-square consistency as an estimate of {4(h j}p"r, along with rates of convergence (Theorem (4.3) he desirable to obtain sharper rates and, more significantly, to investigate whether the standard pcriodogram (1.X), when smcj&hed via a spectral wind.ow, provides a consistent estimate of the spectral density. It would also be more natural to uze the finite Fourier !ransform itself ratiier than its real part (I .7); we have adopted the: latter because our analysis employs the identity (3.3), valid for real numbers.
In Section 6 it is pointed out that these results described above for complex processes are also valid for real processes under somewhat stronger conditions, and that in both cases observation of X over the one-sided interval [0, T], rather than the two-sided [-T, 7'1, may be used in estimating the spectral density.
To the best of our knowledge the available literature deals with discrete-time stationary (finite order) autoregressive SaS processes and is concerned with the estimation of the autoregressive coefficients [l, 7,8,12,18] .
These stationary SCIS processes are (infinite) moving averages of independent and identically distributed SnS random variables and thus, as shown in [6, Theorem 3.31, they form a class of discrete-time processes disrinct from the class of discrete-time analogs of the processes considered here, i.e. { X,,}'zI -,I with I n x = e'"* dt(A), n-i), * 1,. . . 7-l (for which, of course, the analogs of our result hold).
Conditions on lhe spectral derisfty +(A). -00 < h < m
(,c#J 1) rb is bounded. 1&2) cb is bounded and uniformly continuous. These are stated below.
Conditions on the data window (H) ]H(Aj~~Const/(l+h')"'2
for all A and some pal. Propositrons 2.1 and 2.2 together imply that under the combined conditions and convergence rates are also provided. This generalizes Theorem 4.1 in [9] where the case of Dirichlet kernel is considered (and no rates are provided).
Proof of PrOpOSitiOn 2.2. Let Ek = ( Ak -yr, Ak + yr), k = 1, . . . , n, where y7 iS SK% that Y,~-+ 0 as T ,-, 0~1. Then in (2.8) we split the integral of the first term into the integral over C.I,E,, and (LJ,E,)', and each of the integrals of the second term into the integrals over El, and Et to obtain x,y>o, (3.6) of which the latter follows from xr -y' = r 5; zlrV1 dti. q
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The asymptotic variance of IT(A) is now shown to be proportional to f2(A) when +q?<CZa/2. Theorem 2.2 implies the asymptotic independence of the values of I,(A), -XI < A q: X, and we now derive the rate at which its covariance tends to zero, when 0~ p< rrJ2. Even though this result per se is not used further on, its proof is included here because it is heavily used later on. The following propc4tion is essential to the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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Proposition 3.1. Define
Then under Condition (H),

A(AjS
where s is given in (3.7).
Proof. As A(A) is the convolution of L2 functions, it is bounded and uniformly continuous and we establish its rate of decay as IAl + a. Since A(A) is even, assume A + ~0 and split the range of integration in (3.8) as follows:
A(A)=I_*:f2+S:::~+~~~~2+~~~,~~J,+~2+J~.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (H) we have
IJ_I J 3d
lulr-A/2 lH(u)l" du +$+. and using the inequality in Theorem 7.1(a), it follows that (3.14)
When cup # 2, using (H) we obtain
IJ,+J+
Also from (3.11) and (3.14),
=-~'a j, b/?{ddAd+o(UL The bandwidth of the spectral window is then proportional to 1/M7:
We first show that the smoothed modified periodogram f&h) is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of f(h), where 0 -=I p < cy. 
We remark that without dropping the assumption of positivity on the spectral window, the rate M+' cannot be improved by assuming additional smoothness for the snectral density 4 (beyond twice differentiability).
Proof. From (4.1) and Theorem 3. Table 1 spec$ed in Table I . Note that the smoother +(A) is the faster tile rate of convergence in probability;
however, when no data tapering is used (Condition (H) with /3 = 1) no convergence rate is available yet. This is in contrast to the standard spectral estimation of fourth order processes where specific convergence rates are available even when no tapering isu:;ed:Forexample,whend,(h)>Oistwicedifferentiable(cDI4),the biasisO(l/M.?7
)
and the variance is O( M,/ T': so that the mean square error is 0( l/ TJ") which
